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Abstract— A Cable-Driven Locomotion Interface employs
two independent cable-driven haptic foot platforms constrained
in six degrees of freedom (6-DOF). Its control system and
its geometry are designed for performing a wide range of
trajectories that could generate cable interferences. This paper
presents and analyzes computational methods for determining
which cable can be released from an active actuation state
while allowing control in a minimal tension state, thereby
ensuring that both platforms stay in a controllable workspace.
One challaging task is to develop light and fast computational
algorithms for hard real time processes included in haptic
display applications. Seeing that releasing a cable from an active
actuation state might generate discontinuities in tension values
in the other cables, this paper proposes collision prediction
schemes named Interference Estimated Time of Arrival in order
to reduce or completely eliminate such discontinuities.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Cable-Driven Locomotion Interface (CDLI) has been

proposed as a haptic interface to be used in applications such

as training in virtual environments [1].

Due to the geometry of cable-driven platforms described

in [2] and the trajectories of the feet, cable interferences can

occur. As interferences restrict the size of the workspace,

various methods were previously devised to analyze them.

For instance, Maeda et al. [3] presents the kinematic equa-

tions for computing the cable contact point locations, and

Merlet [4] develops an algorithm to determine exactly which

region of the workspace is interference-free, although cable

tension discontinuities were not considered.

A cable can be released from an active actuation state

so as to slide on the other cable (called the support cable)

during an interference. As a result, platforms are only driven

by free cables and support cables. The computation of the

tension required on each cable is achieved by an Optimal

Tension Distribution (OTD) algorithm that optimizes the

wrench (load) to be applied on a platform, as described in

[5]. This algorithm can generate tension discontinuities in

some cables because the mechanism geometry is modified

when a cable is released from its active actuation state.

This paper presents an approach for reducing cable tension

discontinuities. The approach is summarized as the action of

predicting an interference for adjusting all cable tensions to

avoid discontinuities while validating that the platform stays

in the Wrench-Closure Workspace (WCW) [6] when a cable

is released in order to allow the platform to continue unim-

peded on its trajectory. Real cable behaviours, as discribed in
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[7], such as cable sagging and cable elongation, are neglected

for the same reasons cited in [8].

The first section of this paper presents the cable inter-

ference management algorithm that defines the interference

and releasing conditions of a cable from the beginning of an

interference to its end. The second section presents a method

to reduce or eliminate cable tension discontinuities that can

occur when a cable is released from an active actuation state.

This method computes the intersection of two hyperplanes

(in Euclidean space-time) representing the trajectory of each

cable participating in a collision, using the known measured

derivatives of each platform trajectory at a given time. This

allows the computation of the Interference Estimated Time

of Arrival (IETA) which in turn can be used to reduce

tension discontinuities. Since the system is to be included

in a locomotion interface, users must not feel the effect

of an interference, which therefore justifies the interference

management method for eliminating tension discontinuities.

II. IMPEDANCE CONTROL ALGORITHM

The Cable-Driven Locomotion Interface (CDLI) control

algorithm uses a virtual environment (VE) with a physics

engine for computing interactions between the platforms and

virtual objects as described in Fig. 1: a user applies an action

wrench ha on a platform and on the VE simultaneously, the

latter of which responds by a reaction wrench hr equivalent

to the action wrench. The complete control algorithm for

hybrid haptic display (impedance and admittance control)

was previously presented in [1]. For simplicity purpose, this

paper only use Cartesien impedance control of the haptic

foot platform.

In Fig. 1, the WCW represents the wrench-closure work-

space evaluated for each platform pose and estimated pose

using a signal S that represents the state of all cables (i.e. in-

cluding free cables, released cables or support cables, labeled

0, 1 and 2 respectively in computer simulations as described

in Fig.7). OTD generates a set of equilibrium tension values

called the setpoint that the cable tension controllers then

attempt to follow [9]. The discontinuities that might arise

in this process must be reduced or even eliminated because

they generate cable vibrations, an undesirable behaviour due

to the cable tension controllers overshooting (latency) and

oscillating at their natural frequencies, thereby impeding

the process of balancing the total wrench and resulting in

a deviation of the desired trajectory and in a decrease of

haptic display accuracy. Cable tension control is always used

whenever some cables are in interference.



The Cartesian pose Ppf of each platform can be evaluated

with the Direct Kinematic Problem (DKP) using the length

of the cables ρm [10]. Finally the IETA box provides an

estimated time t̂ as well as an estimated position ˆPpfi of an

interference. Its purpose is to reduce or avoid discontinuities

by adjusting OTD constraints.

III. CABLE INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM

The following section details the interference determina-

tion method, which chooses the cable to be released (from

an active actuation state) while attempting to reduce tension

discontinuities. More precisely, one must determine i) when

and where a cable interference begins or ends, ii) which cable

must be released from an active actuation state or become the

support to the other interfering cable, and iii) how to reduce

or eliminate a tension discontinuity at a given interference

point.

A. Determination of the interference between cables

The collision conditions related to an interference point

can adopt different mathematical formulations as described

in [4], [11] and [3]. One such formulation is based on the

minimal distances Lmd between all cables (Fig. 2) which

can be calculated as follows: the unit vector nmd describing

the minimal distance between two cables is normal to both

cables, and can be easily obtained by computing the cross

product of the unit vector nc2 and nc1 in the direction of

each cable, as shown in (1).

A released cable is divided in two sections, one on each

side of an interference point on the support cable. It is

possible to determine the coordinates of the latter without

ever computing the involved forces simply by observing

that the length of such a released cable is minimized at all

times (assuming that non-ideal behaviour can be neglected)

because the controller maintains the cable in minimal tension

computed by the OTD algorithm. Extending this approx-

imation, one can assume that the support cable remains

straight when minimal tension is applied, which greatly

simplifies the computation of the interference point as it

simply corresponds to the absolute minimum of the length

function describing the released cable. This approximation

could be done if the folding angle of the released cable

remains low. Of course, both cables in interference have a

folding angle with friction and this subject is presented in

[12].

The length of the minimal distance vector is derived

from the cable attachment point and a system of continuity

equations, described by (2):

nmd = nc2 × nc1 (1)

Lc1nc1 + Lmdnmd − Lc2nc2 = Pm2 − Pm1 (2)

where Lci is the distance between the cable attachment point

Pmi of the ith cable and Pci, the intersection with common

perpendicular vector Lmdnmd. Note that the system in (2)

includes three equations, one per spatial dimension, as well

as three unknowns: Lc1, Lc2 and Lmd.

The determination of cable interference must consider

some non-ideal properties such as cable sagging, finite

cable diameter, mechanical deformation of the structure

and uncertainties on the position of the cable attachment

points. These non-ideal properties are thus taken into account

in the relevant algorithms by an effective cable radius ǫe

defined by (5). The strategy employed is then to release a

cable in anticipation of an interference because it is almost

impossible in practice to determine errors such as mechanical

deformation with enough precision. Hence, the conditions

that must be met during interference detection are listed as

follows:

• Lmd changes sign twice during two computation steps,

meaning that the minimal distance Lmd has reached 0

during a computation step (equation (3));

• Lc1 and Lc2 have values ranging between 0 and the

full length of their respective cable, meaning that the

interference point is not located in the virtual extension

of the cables (equation (4));

• Lmd is inside a diameter that encompasses the diameter

of a cable as well as the errors in position, i.e. cable

sagging, deformation, etc. (equation (5))

Lt−1
md Lt

md ≤ 0 (3)

0 < Lci < ‖Ppfi − Pmi‖ (4)

‖Lmd‖ ≤ ǫe (5)

where Ppfi is the ith cable attachment point on a platform.

When an interference between two cables is detected, one

of the two cables is released at the interference point thereby

ceasing to drive the platform actively and slides freely on the

other cable, which becomes the support cable (see Fig. 2). It

is worth noting that the condition Lt−1
md Lt

md ≤ 0 described

by (3) must never occur, as it implies that an interference is

detected a posteriori, i.e., once the two cables have crossed

without any cable being released.

Among other things, some interferences such as the con-

tact between two support cables and two released cables are

not allowed by the algorithm and thus belong to the Unstable

Interference Domain (UID), a set of pathological cases that

must be considered at all times during an interference point

determination calculation.

B. Selection of the cable to be released

An interference between two free cables can occur at any

time in the course of a trajectory. This interference must be

accounted for by choosing which cable needs to be released.

The approach that is proposed for implementing the selection

process is summarized in Fig. 3, where each step of the

algorithm is numbered between 1 to 5. The steps can be

divided as follows: steps 1 and 2 focus on the analysis of the

workspace; steps 3 and 5 check the total number of released

cables for each platform; and step 4, compares the tension

in these both cables.

The integrity of the workspace must be verified first by

checking whether or not releasing a given cable from an
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active actuation state keeps the platform inside the workspace

(step 1). This can result in four distinct cases (step 2):

• any released cable generates a pose inside the work-

space (case 1);

• cable 1 released: platform is inside the workspace (case

2);

• cable 2 released: platform is inside the workspace (case

3) and

• any released cable generates a pose outside the work-

space (case 4).

When case 1 occurs, the selection of the cable to be

released depends on whether the interference involves the

cables of a single platform or the cables between both

platforms. In some architectures, however, a cable-driven

platform may employ more than eight cables, in which case

the cable to be released when the tension distribution is ho-

mogeneous depends on the total number of released cables.

The algorithm therefore attempts to minimize the number of

interferences per platform so as to limit their adverse effects:

the reduction of the size of the workspace and the increasing

potential tension discontinuities. Afterwards, the algorithm

selects the cable with the lowest tension as the one to be

released.

If cases 2 and 3 occur, the cable to be released is

simply the one that allows the platform to remain inside

the workspace. The fourth case, where both platforms leave

the controllable workspace, is a condition that must never

occur, because in this case no cable can be safely released.

This corresponds to the pathological Unstable Interference

Domain (UID) case that must be treated in the same manner

as a watchdog timer, i.e., the whole system is shut down and

all reel brakes are activated.

IV. INTERFERENCE ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL

Constraint adjustments are applied before and after an

interference occurs in order to achieve a sub-optimal so-

lution given by the OTD algorithm within an allowed rel-

ative maximum tension variation between two consecutive

computational steps. Indeed, the best solution of the OTD

encompasses the following three conditions which may not

always be satisfied simultaneously:

• the platform must be in the wrench-closure workspace;

• solution continuity must be satisfied for all cases in-

cluding interference and

• the solution should be optimized by the OTD.
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It is possible to estimate accurately the time left prior to

a collision event if the trajectories of two cables are known.

Precisely, in a system for which random trajectories dictate

the motion of the platforms, it is only possible to estimate

future trajectories by using previously accumulated platform

position data, so as to calculate an approximative IETA that

afterward can modify OTD constraints in order to reduce or

eliminate tension discontinuities. As this IETA quantity is of

crucial importance, two approaches for its computation are

simulated and their performance compared.

The first method consists of computing the estimated time,

t̂, using a formulation based on the distance between two

cables as defined by (6). The roots of this equation yield

an approximation of the time left before an interference

event occurs. As it is a quadratic form, its computation is

straightforward.

0 =
n∑

j=0

djLmd

dt̂j

t̂j

j! (6)

However, this method can only predict the time left before

an interference but fails to provide the point of interference

on both cables. In addition, it cannot verify whether this

interference point is located in the virtual extension of the

cables or not. These issues are addressed by the second

method, where the location of an interference point can be

computed with (7):

g1u1 + Pm1 = g2u2 + Pm2, with (7)

0 < ui < 1 (8)

gi =
n∑

j=0

dj(Ppfi−Pmi)

dt̂j

t̂j

j! (9)

gi = [gx, gy, gz]
T
i (10)

The closed-form solution of (7) leads to (11), which

corresponds to a quartic equation when n = 2 and a sextic

equation when n = 3. A valid interference event at estimated

time t̂ then simply corresponds to a real positive root of (11)

within the constraints defined in (8).

0 = (gz1gy2 − gy1gz2)∆Pmx +

(gx1gz2 − gz1gx2)∆Pmy +

(gy1gx2 − gx1gy2)∆Pmz . (11)

∆Pm = Pm2 − Pm1 (12)

Pmi = [Pmx, Pmy, Pmz]
T
i (13)

The resulting IETA value is expressed in Hertz·second as

IETA = Fe · t̂, where Fe is the sampling frequency of

the control process. In fact, the IETA simply corresponds

to the estimated number of computation steps before an

interference event occurs. The algorithm for computing an

IETA is called as soon as the distance between two cables

drops below a distance threshold ǫr, and the IETA is only

considered when the collision time drops below a given

horizon of prediction.

To reduce or eliminate discontinuities, the tension in a ca-

ble that is about to be released from an active actuation state

must be smooth and must decrease monotonically toward

its target minimum tension value, the tension variation rate

being determined as a function of the Fe · t̂ as well as the

actual tension τ . Similarly, the tension in the corresponding

support cable must be increased or decreased smoothly.

Note that the cable to be released is chosen using the

cable selection algorithm presented in section III-B. It is

a function of the future workspace, which depends on the

estimated platform position ˆPpfi at t̂ that is computed

using (14). Moreover, this cable serves as a basis with which

the smoothness in the transition of tension of all involved

cables is subsequently computed.

ˆPpfi = gi|t̂ + Pmi (14)

V. RESULTS FOR A NORMAL GAIT WALKING

EXPERIMENT

The cable interference management algorithm was applied

to the cables of a single platform shown in Fig. 4. On

this figure, the cables drawn as dashed lines are oriented

downward from the platform while those drawn as solid lines

are oriented upward. The estimated weight of each platform,

including the 6-DOF wrench sensors, is 15 Kg.

A. Simulation parameters

The chosen trajectory (and its corresponding wrench input)

emulates straight normal walking [13] for a walker weighting

of about 67 Kg, and the input consists of force and torque

measurements on a normal floor under the walker’s feet

that are collected at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The

trajectory and the wrench applied on the platform are defined

for 6-DOF and are presented in [2]. A short video that
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accompanies this paper [14], shows a demonstration of the

practical use of the IETA for the 1/3 scale prototype of the

Fig. 4. For this demonstration, the chosen trajectory allows

the cable number 2 and 6 to interfere each other.

B. IETA analysis

The IETA analysis is carried out using the trajectory

defined previously so as to easily simulate interference events

between the cables of one platform. Cable 6 generates

an interferences with cable 2 three times over the total

cable paths. Fig. 5 shows the beginning and ending of

each interference event with its corresponding IETA value

at each computation step. This IETA is evaluated using

three equations: the quadratic form of the normal distance

between the involved cables (equation (6)), the quartic form

representing the Euclidean space-time coordinates of each

interference, as well as its sextic counterpart (equation (11)).

The simulation are similar for both the quadratic and

quartic forms, which is to be expected as the evaluation

horizon is short (the best results being obtained with a

prediction horizon IETA < 7 with a sampling rate of 100

Hz). However, the performance of the sextic form seems to

degenerate even though some data points still match those

obtained with the other methods. It is believed that this result

may be caused by the numerical errors resulting from the

evaluation of the acceleration. Based on the aforementioned

results, the quartic formulation is chosen as the preferred

method for evaluating interferences and for reducing cable

tension discontinuities.
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C. Interference between cables

The solutions (without IETA evaluation) for cable tensions

are plotted in Fig. 6. When cable 6 is released, the tensions in

the other cables exhibit discontinuities that are quite difficult

to control, as demonstrated by the tension variation in support

cable 2 which is subjected to an increase in tension greater

than 700 N during one computing step. The cable states S

are plotted in Fig. 7 (as seen in section III-A a cable can

be only in one of the three states : free, released or support,

labelled 0, 1 and 2 respectively).

The results of this analysis shows low tensions in some

cables. It can be explained by the geometry of the Cable-

Driven Locomotion Interface (CDLI) as the cables whose

anchor points are located under the platforms do not need

to work against gravity for a trajectory emulating gait, even

though they are still needed in order to completely constrain

the platform so as to allow any arbitrary trajectory as well

as any force feedback generated by the virtual environment

such those involved in the action of kicking a ball with the

foot.

As mentioned earlier, the IETA defined in section IV

is evaluated so as to reduce discontinuities and the results

are plotted in Fig. 8. Cable tension control is always used

whenever some cables are in interference. For removing

discontinuities, adjustment of constraints in the Optimal

Tension Distribution (OTD) algorithm in function of the Fe ·t̂
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have to be performed for each prediction of an interference.

Also, the minimal tensions is evaluated for reducing cable

sagging.

Finally, the video in [14] shows that it is possible to pull

the released cable number 6 without moving the virtual foot

liked to the robotic platform.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusion

The main concern when managing interferences between

cables in a cable-driven mechanism is to ensure that the

solutions (with respect to the cable tensions) are continuous

at all times in order to avoid instabilities. Unfortunately, this

cannot be achieved using standard quadratic programming

or Optimal Tension Distribution (OTD) algorithm. As a

matter of fact, when a cable is released from an active

actuation state, its tension can drop from a large value to

a minimum tension in only one computation step, thereby

suddenly submitting the other cables to high tension values

which, as a result, can generate mechanical vibrations and

instabilities.

This paper describes a predictive algorithm that combines

an IETA parameter with a hyperplane intersection calculation

procedure to reduce cable tension discontinuities while using

an optimal tension distribution algorithm. This procedure can

be theoretically improved in accuracy by increasing the order

of the Taylor series that approximates each cable trajectory.

B. Future Works

Cable interference is characterized by friction forces at

the interference location, the deflection of the support cable

required for static and dynamic equilibrium, cable sagging,

cable elongation, and the precision of both the mechanical

and data acquisition systems. Each of these factors gen-

erates errors during wrench computations which translate

into platform movement uncertainties as the cable tensions

cannot exactly balance the wrench applied on each platform.

Future work will address the evaluation of cable sagging.

Performance criteria on cable tensions will be defined to

ensure that the effect of gravity on the cables can be

neglected.
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